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A Story



Purvesh Khatri, Ph.D.  A self-professed “data parasite”
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Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
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Khatri has reused public datasets in 
GEO to identify genomic signatures …
• For incipient sepsis
• For active tuberculosis
• For distinguishing viral from bacterial 

respiratory infection
• For rejection of organ transplants

… and he has never touched a pipette!



But the online datasets that Khatri studies
are a mess!

• Investigators view their work as publishing 
papers, not leaving a legacy of reusable data

• Funding agencies may require data sharing, 
but they do not explicitly pay for it

• Creating the metadata to describe data sets is 
unbearably hard

• Ensuring that metadata are standardized and 
searchable is just about impossible
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Failure to use standard terms makes 
datasets often impossible to search



An Analysis of Metadata from BioSample

• 85% of submissions avoid using a predefined 
“package” for regularizing metadata

• 73% of “Boolean” metadata values are not 
actually true or false

• 26% of “integer” metadata values cannot be 
parsed into integers

• 68% of metadata entries that are supposed to 
represent terms from biomedical ontologies 
do not actually do so.
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At a minimum, scientists need

• Open, online access to experimental data sets
• Annotation of online data sets with adequate 

metadata 
• Use of controlled terms in metadata 

whenever possible
• Technology that can help them curate their 

data—not training to instill specific skills





Requirement #1: Have standard 
terms to describe what exists in 
a dataset completely and 
consistently



http://bioportal.bioontology.org





Who is using BioPortal technology? 



Requirement #2: Describe 
properties of experiments 
completely and consistently
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But it didn’t stop with MIAME!

• Minimal Information About T Cell Assays 
(MIATA)

• Minimal Information Required in the 
Annotation of biochemical Models (MIRIAM)

• MINImal MEtagemome Sequence analysis 
Standard (MINIMESS)

• Minimal Information Specification For In Situ 
Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry 
Experiments (MISFISHIE)



Minimal Information Guidelines 
are not Models

• MIAME and its kin specify only the
“kinds of things” that investigators should 
include in their metadata

• They do not provide a detailed list of standard 
metadata elements

• They do not provide datatypes for valid 
metadata entries

• It takes work to convert a prose checklist into 
a computable model



Requirement #3: Make it easy to 
describe experiments 
completely and consistently



http://metadatacenter.org



The CEDAR Approach to 
Metadata



The CEDAR Workbench provides

• Mechanisms 
– To author metadata templates that reflect community 

standards
– To fill out templates to encode experimental 

metadata
• A repository of metadata from which we can

– Learn metadata patterns
– Guide predictive entry of new metadata

• Links to BioPortal to ensure that metadata are 
encoded using appropriate ontology terms









The CEDARWorkbench









The CEDARWorkbench
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brain

Parkinson’s disease (DOID) (39%)

central nervous system lymphoma (DOID) (27%)
autistic disorder (DOID) (22%)

melanoma (DOID) (5%)

schizophrenia (DOID) (1%)
Edwards syndrome (DOID) (2%)



The CEDARWorkbench







Biomedical Researchers Clearly are Ahead 
of the Pack

• They have been creating standard ontologies 
for years

• They are proposing increasing numbers of 
“minimal information models” that are ripe 
for conversion to formal metadata templates

• They are beginning to turn to technology such 
as CEDAR to enhance their online datasets



The CEDAR Approach is Generalizable to 

Other Areas of Science

• The building blocks needed for developing 

high-quality metadata are clear:

– Standard ontologies

– Stanford templates

• Nothing in CEDAR is hardwired to the life-

sciences domain

• Most important:  Operators are standing by ….



http://metadatacenter.org


